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From the Director

his issue of NIFL NEWS
is devoted to Equipped for
the Future, our long-term

collaborative initiative for system
reform. We believe that Equipped for
the Future can provide the vision
and framework for what adult edu-
cation and literacy must be in the
21st centurya customer-driven
system with specific, measurable
standards that lead to real-life out-
comes for all adults who seek to im-
prove their basic skills.

Equipped for the Future is not the
creation of the NIFL alone. It has
grown out of the history of our field,
the current trend toward standards-
based system reform in education,
andmost significantlythe words
of adult learners themselves. EFF
continues to be the product of exten-
sive collaborative work among
growing numbers of individuals, or-
ganizations, and states across the
nation. We would not even consider
undertaking EFF without your sup-
port and involvement.

This newsletter is filled with the
testimony of people who have been
involved in the process over the
past two years, speaking of the
promise they see in EFF. We hope
you will be inspired to get involved
in creating the EFF standards and
using them to shape a system that
can better serve us all.

It will take the sustained good
will and cooperation of our national
literacy community to make sure
Equipped for the Future can fulfill its
potentialfor our field, and for the
future of lifelong learning in Amer-
ica. Please join us.

Andy Hartman

U.S. DEPARTMENT Of EDUCATION
Office Of Edo Cational flpeerch and Improvement
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Equipped for
the Future:

A Collaborative Journey
toward System Reform

The Background

By the year 2000, every adult
American will be literate and will
possess the knowledge and skills
necessary to compete in a global
economy and exercise the rights
and responsibilities of citizenship.

National Educational Goal 6

The seeds for Equipped for the Fu-
ture were planted when Congress
charged the National Institute for
Literacy with the mandate to mea-
sure progress toward National Edu-
cational Goal 6the goal of a fully
literate America. We could not even
begin without a more precise defini-
tion of Goal 6, and a consensus
about how we in the adult educa-
tion and lifelong learning field will
know it has been achieved. The real
question was: "What do adults need
to know and be able to do to be lit-
erate, compete in a global economy,
and exercise the rights and responsi-
bilities of citizenship?"

To come up with a meaningful
answer, the NIFL went directly to
the customers themselves and asked
adult learners nationwide what the
goal meant to them. Their responses
gave us an unprecedented body

of data about the rich purposes
literacy serves in the lives of
adultspurposes that extend the
definition of literacy far beyond the
traditional basic skills of reading,
writing, and math. Equipped for the
Future was launched by learners,
whose words laid the foundation for
collaborative system reform.

We already knew that both Amer-
ican adults and the system that
serves them face major challenges.
The National Adult Literacy Survey
(NALS) and its international follow-
up, the International' Adult Literacy
Survey (IALS), showed that too high
a proportion of American adults
tested at the lowest levels of profi-
ciency, and that the U.S. is in danger
of lagging behind other developed
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The Vision

Equipped for the Future's vision for the 21st century is an adult edu-
cation and lifelong learning system focused on results that really matter
in the lives of adults. This system will be the product of broad collabora-
tion in the field, grounded in learners' own perceptions of their needs,
and of benefit to everyone:

Adult learners will have access to programs that help them pin-
point and meet their real-life learning needs. They will be able to iden-
tify and build on what they already know. They will gain skills that can
be used in all their adult rolesas parents, workers, and citizens.

Adult education practitioners and administrators will have a pow-
erful set of tools for linking curriculum and instruction with real-world
outcomes for adults. They will have a framework that allows them to de-
fine, measure, and document progress. They will be able to develop bet-
ter methods of technical assistance, training, and program assessment.

Funders and policymakers will be able to base their decisions
about adult education on documented results. They will have evidence
of the system's contributions to urgent national goals like employability
and self-sufficiency.

Workplace, community, and education leaders will see precisely how
their interests and concerns are linked to adult education and lifelong
learning. They will be assured that the adult education system can help
adults gain the skills needed for work, further education and training, bet-
ter parenting, and active citizenship. They will be better able to work to-
gether as partners in linking programs of human resource development.

nations. On top of this, the General
Accounting Office's 1995 report on
adult education and literacy de-
scribed the difficulties in evaluating
a system that does not have clearly
defined objectives, appropriate stu-
dent assessments, or accurate data.
To be literate in the 1990s requires
greater skills and knowledge than
ever before, but we haven't known
exactly what skills and knowledge
need to be taught, or how to mea-
sure our success in teaching them.

The Approach

A system that cannot assess its
own progress cannot improve itself,
and we cannot measure progress
without first agreeing on what we
are trying to achieve. To enlist the
adult education and lifelong learn-
ing field in creating a system that
could produceand demonstrate

better real-life results for adults, the
NIFL chose the route of standards
development. The goals of Equipped
for the Future's standards-based sys-
tem reform are to

reach consensus about the key
skills and knowledge that adults
need in order to be successful as
workers, parents, and citizens.

identify effective models for
teaching and learning this body of
skills and knowledge.

find ways of assessing whether
adults are improving their knowl-
edge and skills as a result of partic-
ipating in our programs.

Standards are key to the kind of
reform our system needs. Without
dictating curriculum or instructional
method, standards will tell us
specifically what should be taught
and learned, and whether it is being
taught and learned successfully.
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Equipped for the Future is linking its
work closely to the movement to-
ward national and state standards
for K-12 education and occupational
skill standards. As with these reform
efforts, it will take a fundamental re-
thinking of our system's basic goals
and a thorough analysis of what it
will take to get the job done for us to
make significant improvements in
how we serve adults. These are the
tasks that Equipped for the Future is
mobilizing our field to do.

The Process

Equipped for the Future is currently
finishing the first and most impor-
tant of six collaborative stages (see
page 3):

Stage IBuilding Consensus
Phase 1:

In 1993, 1,500 adult students from
149 programs in 34 states told us in
their own. words. what National, ....
Educational Goal 6 meant to them.
Their responses pointed to four
major purposes for literacy. In order
to fulfill their adult roles as parents,
citizens, and workers, adults said
they need to

gain access to information so
they can orient themselves in the
world;

give voice to ideas, so that they
will be heard and can have an im-
pact on the world around them;

make decisions and act inde-
pendently;

build a bridge to the future, by
learning how to learn in order to
keep up with the world as it
changes.

These four purposes incorporate
the multitude of goals that bring
adult learners to our system. They
are the framework for Equipped for
the Future.

Phase 2:

During 1996, eight pilot projects
worked with key literacy stakehold-
ers in 16 states to test the suitability
of the four purposes as a foundation



for system reform. Several thousand
people, including adult learners and
practitioners, participated in a con-
sensus-building processfocus
groups, workshops, inquiry pro-
jectsto examine the four purposes
across the adult roles of parent,
worker, and community member.

Phase 3:

In 1997, the NIFL awarded grants
to three EFF Development Partners.
Each Partner heads up a consortium
of local, state, and national con-
stituents that is focused on broaden-
ing the base of consensus-building
and using the four purposes to de-
velop comprehensive "role maps"
for each of the adult roles. The role
maps identify broad areas of re-
sponsibility and key activities for
each role, and specify the knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities required
for successful performance of each
activity. These maps of what adults
need to know and be able to do will
pave the way for standards that can
apply across the three adult roles.

Stage II will begin in summer
1997, when the Development Part-
ners use the role maps to identify
content standards and performance
indicators. Stage III will take place
during the 1997-98 school year,
when Development Partners work
with practitioners across the nation
to pilot the standards in a broad
range of learning contexts and deter-
mine if they meet our "standards for
standards," to assure that they are:

written in clear, simple, and
direct language.

comprehensive enough to de-
mystify the route to success for
adult learners.

specific enough to be useful to
teachers without dictating curricu-
lum, materials, or methods.

focused enough to be useful to
suppliers like textbook publishers
and software developers.

The pilot process for EFF stan-
dards will help us identify what
kinds of teacher materials and as-
sessment tools will be most appro-
priate, what larger-scale changes are

Equilpped goy ladures's MIK Magee
Stage 1

Build consensus on what adults need to know and be able to do to
achieve the four purposes in relation to adults' roles as parents, citizens,
and workers.

Stage 2

Develop content standards and performance indicators that translate
this knowledge and skills into a clear set of results for adult literacy and
basic skills.

Stage 3

Pilot the standards in adult learning sites across the country to test
how well they work in the broad range of adult learning contexts.

Stage 4

Determine what needs to be done to focus the adult literacy and basic
skills system on achieving these results.

Stage 5

Identify what resources are necessary to assure that the system can be
held accountable for meeting these results.

Stage 6

Develop quality assurance mechanisms that allow for continuous im-
provement based on continuous assessment of results.

necessary, and what additional
resources are required to support
those changes.

Equipped for the Future is well on
its way to creating an adult educa-
tion and lifelong learning system
that offers strong, meaningful results
and continuous improvement for all
its customers. Building consensus
from the bottom up in an enterprise
of this scope is difficult, intimidat-
ing, frustrating, time-consuming
and, according to participants like
those contributing to this newsletter,
absolutely worth the effort. The
success of Equipped for the Future is
within our reach, and YOUR sup-
port and involvement are KEY.

EFFIDewek3pment
Partners

_ .

Consortium for the Role of Citizen
led by:

Center for Literacy Studies
University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Brenda Bell, Project Director

New England Literacy Resource Center
Silja Kallenbach, Regional Coordinator

Mayor's Commission on Literacy
Philadelphia
Linda Kern, Inquiry Project Coordinator

Consortium for the Role of Parent
led by:

The National Center for Family Literacy
Meta Potts, Project Director
Andy Hayes, Research Director

Consortium for the Role of Worker
led by:

The Center for Adult Literacy and
Learning
University of Maine-Orono
Lisa Levinson, Project Director

State Partners:

Arizona, California, Kentucky, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont,
Virginia, Wisconsin
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V Patricia McNeil
Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education
U.S. Department of Education

The strength of EFF is that it will help us articulate what adults
need to know and be able to do to be effective parents, citizens, and
workers. EFF should help inform the development of a performance
measurement systemit will help identify the competencies stu-
dents should have and what they have actually achieved. EFF can be
an important part of our efforts to improve student achievement and
inform policymakers of the return on investment in adult education.
It can help us get beyond the well-meaning to the well-doing.

V Sue Lauritano
Student, Franklin County Adult Basic Education, Maine

: :! lt 11,

EFF can get people on the right road. What's different about EFF
is that it's more attuned to what people really need to know to actu-
ally do something; it's not all pie in the sky stuff. Most people who
come to ABE realize that they shouldn't have quit school, and I can
see a way to build in EFF to what they need to learn. In ABE, most
clients want something specific. The people who say "teach me" are
often the ones who've given up on learning. These are the folks
who can really be helped by EFF.

EFF gives direction for everyone it helps everyone plan.
It helps teachers plan how to help students learn, and it helps
students plan how to live their lives.

V Benita Somerfield
Executive Director
Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Literacy

"It's tremendously important that we rethink and revise
our adult literacy programs to be sure they deliver the con-
tent as well as the skills adults need to function optimally
in our increasingly complex world. That's why Equipped
for the Future is such an exciting and important project for
our field. It promises to deliver rich and relevant content, \I

as well as skills that really matter."

V Bob Bickerton
Director, Adult and Community

Learning Services
Massachusetts Department of Education

"EFF provides us with a compelling frame
for developing content and, ultimately, per-
formance standards. I've never believed that
adult education should be taking discrete
academic knowledge and putting it together
like building blocks. Adult education is about
adults taking control of their livesin their
families, in their communities, and at the
workplace. A missing piece in our work has
too often been how citizenship and commu-
nity work fit into what adult educators do.
It's not just how the community affects stu-
dents, but how they and their families affect
,the, community; Mat EFF, is, saying is:, these,.
are the things we COULD and should be
doing. We have to put EFF into our content
frameworks, so that teachers can see how to
use it, not just to qualify people for diplomas,
but also for taking control of their lives."

Access

Voice

endependent
Action
Bridge to
the Faamre



Voices from the Field: Students

"EFF gives people tools that allow them to act
in ways they never thought they could."

From an interview with John Zickefoose
Student Liaison, Corona Public Library, California

07-15S:57 efore Equipped for the
2 Future, I was traveling all

over California, doing
workshops for learners about get-
ting involved in the voting process. I
talked a lot about how we DO make
a difference, and how we're cheat-
ing ourselves if we don't get in-
volved. And with every workshop,
I'd see a transformation; I'd see stu-
dents walk away thinking, "I really
CAN make a difference; I SHOULD
step up to the plate."

Now EFF has given us a new way
to get into the process.It's not just--
about learning to read and write, but
about becoming part of a community.
So many of us haven't been there for
fear of being found out as poor read-
ers and writers. EFF is taking us the
next step, from being literate to being
full human beings. It's a big hurdle
and it can be terrifying, learning how
to be a part of the community. EFF
helps lower the hurdle, not just for
learners but for teachers and admin-
istrators, too. It offers a whole new
way of teaching, where everyone
works together as a community.

I'm really positive about the EFF
process, because it's being done so
carefully. Something this big can't
happen overnight, and you can't
cram it down people's throats. You
need buy-in and input from a whole
range of different people.

Adult learners are so diverse and
different from one another, and EFF
offers a flexible, tangible framework
that teachers can adapt and use for
their own communities. It's like an
infinitely useful lesson plan, and
you can start wherever students are.
I hope administrators and teachers

will see how useful and simple the
EFF role maps are, and how stu-
dents can learn academic skills
through real-life projects.

When you're trying to learn as an
adult, you'll learn quicker if you're
doing things that matter to you. If
I'm writing a letter to get a stoplight
for my child's school, I'll be more
concerned about writing the RIGHT
kind of letter. That's how EFF im-
proves academic skills and acceler-
ates the learning process.

But there are more changes than
just the academic. I visited a class in
Philadelphia, where everyone was
working on getting donations for a
woman who had been attacked. Just
listening to the learners speak, I knew
their lives had been changed, that
they were coming away from this as
better, stronger people. Nothing else

could give learners this range of
toolscourage, self-confidence, self-
esteem. These skills don't end with
the particular learning experience.

One of our goals in America is to
get people involved and engaged
with their communities, whether the
community is a street or a town or a
city. EFF gives people tools that
allow them to act in ways they never
thought they couldit's a process
that doesn't cost a lot but can make a
big difference, wherever you live.

I'm a parent, and becoming an ac-
tive member of my community has
made me a better parent. I don't
know any textbook I could get this
out of, any book that could tell me
about how to be part of my commu-
nity. That's what EFF does. As far as
I'm concerned, this is the essence of
lifelong learning.

"0.es fiRce you're reachhg DO for someNng the eft900ll pass
yo by off you don' grab on and hokl Vght"

from an interview with Gail Sams,
Erwin Tennessee

I was really surprised back at the beginning of EFF, when our class was
asked what WE thought about National Education Goal 6. It was so great
that people were asking our opinion and wanting us to get involved.

I didn't go to high school. I got married and had four kids who all went
through high school, but for myself, I always knew something was lack-
ing. I wanted to get my GED, but I really didn't know if I could do it.
That's the thing; kids drop out of school and never realize how important
education is. That's what is so neat about EFF: it shows people
especially womenthat they have all these opportunities, and that they
can learn to do anything they want.

Now that I've got my GED, I see that it's just the beginning. There've been
so many changes in the world, and you have to keep on learningabout
technology, about all the new things that affect jobs and day-to-day living.
EFF helped me see how important this is. It's like you're reaching out for
something that will pass you by if you don't grab on and hold tight.
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Voices from the field: State Directors

"Adult education and literacy are at the heart of the success of all the
government programs that are trying to fix things for our people."

from an interview with Israel Mendoza, Director,
Office of Adult Literacy, Washington State Board
for Community and Technical Colleges

hen I first heard ofc,
.c;"2 Equipped for the Future, I
wasn't even working in

education. I was in Employment
Services and a member of the gover-
nor's adult education advisory
council. Even then I thought it was a
good thing; if the whole effort was
going to be based on what learners
were saying, then it had to be good.
Lots of us say we know what learn-
ers want, but this is really them talk-
ing. And another thingas a sys-
tem, we haven't been doing a great .
job of showing other people what
we do. When anyone mentions out-
comes or results, we get defensive
instead of energized and excited. We
don't communicate a strong enough
conviction about the importance of
what we're doing. EFF is starting a
process where we can come together
and show the world the difference
we can make in people's lives.

Today I'm even more excited
about EFF than I was in the begin-
ning. I see even greater strength in
the process. EFF is developing from

a research base; it's technically
sound. Academics are looking at it
and saying, yes, this IS the right
way to go.

The consensus-building process is
getting us all invested more and
more deeply in EFF. Every step of
the way, we check ourselves and
come to consensus. Every decision
takes us further down the road.

The major challenge is change.
Everyone has a hard time with it. If
you helped to create the status quo,
or if you've figured out howto make
it work for you even a little, then it's
particularly hard. Our real challenge
is to let our fellow adult educators
know that EFF is building on the
foundation they've been laying for
years. As a field, we need to salute
the educators who paved the way to
EFF. We need to celebrate their ac-
complishments and ask them to help
us move into the future. EFF is the
glue that can pull together all the
good things that are already happen-
ing in the system. We won't have to
be defensive about outcomes any-

Cheryl Keenan, Director, Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy Instruction
Pennsylvania Department of Education

"I'm a firm believer in defining what knowledge, skills, and abilities peo-
ple need to have, so that adult education programs can provide good in-
struction in meaningful contexts. The creation of standards around [adult]
roles will be really practically useful to teachers in selecting curriculum. EFF
will provide consistency across the system, with enough flexibility so that
teachers can make their own choices about instruction. Once you set stan-
dards at the state level that guide curriculum and instruction, it becomes
very important to have guidance in assessment to see that adults are learn-
ing what they say they need, and EFF links assessment with instruction and
curriculum. This initiative has major implications for state and local ac-
countability; it will let us show that we're doing what we set out to do."

more. We'll finally have a common
voice that everyone can under-
standemployers, practitioners,
politicians, everyone. The standards
will give us that voice.

As a person from an employment
background, here's my vision: adult
education and literacy are at the
heart of the success of all the govern-
ment programs that are trying to fix
things for our people. Most pro-
grams are quick solutions to long-
term problemscrime, health is-
sues, welfare. Literacy is at the heart.
EFF gives us the language that can
really communicate this to people.

EFF includes everybody. Adult
learners have been out there on their
own, trying to figure out how to do
it, and in a certain sense, so have
teachers and administrators. EFF is
a way to help us all, and to involve
us in figuring out how we can best
be helped. We all have something
valuable to contribute.

The real job is within our own
system. Teachers have
to know that we're not
trying to take away

their academic free-
dom or burden

them with require-
ments. EFF will
help them work

in a different,
more re-

° sponsive
way. Adult

education
can't be about
"how do we
fix you;" it has
to be about



"how do we help you live your
lives." Our teachers know that. They
certainly aren't in the business for
the pay or glory; they're in it to help
students succeed. And their hearts
will tell them that EFF's the way.

Another reason I wanted to get in-
volved, which had to do with why I
left the labor field for education, is
that I think the adult education field
is in an especially good position to
change. Most other fields are bound
by a lot of history and tradition, and
change means doing away with all of
that. But adult education is a dy-
namic, flexible, young system. With
all the other programs being reautho-
rized and reshaped, we can position
ourselves to convince them that
nothing can be done successfully
without looking at adult education.

For us state directors, this is our
chance to show our stakeholders that
we're not afraid of accountability and
outcomes, that we're willing to strug-
gle for a common language, that we..
can bring recognition to our people
who work so hard. We can show
other systems that they need us, that
without us their programs are revolv-
ing doors. It's a way to look at the fu-
ture positively, rather than "oh no,
now what are they going to do with
us?" We want some kind of account-
ability and data collection system; we
know good things are happening, but
we can't show it yet.

Administrators need to see that
they're leaders in this whole process
of change. In the same way that we
help our students learn about being
citizens, we have to help local ad-
ministrators be leaders, and EFF
gives us the tools.

EFF is all about accountability
and how to talk about it so that
everyone can understand. With
EFF we can say: this is what our
students want, and this is how we
help them get it. This is where we're
going, how we're going to get there,
and why we're going this way. We
don't have to be afraid to say that
this approach to learning can be
the solution to the whole range of
human problems.

"Equipped Vor RAure rilgM
'fto do E.2 Ohio pornR

hileorg off eduR educenon."

from an interview with Lennox McLendon
Associate Director, Adult Employment Training
Virginia Department of Education

hen I was first introduced to Equipped for the Future and the
four purposes, it was like a flash of light. The purposes cut
across all instructional contexts. The members of our perfor-

mance indicator work group were excited about the implications, and
they developed three domains around which to build instructionper-
sonal, academic, and learning skills. EFF's four purposes, coupled with
the three instructional domains, give us a clearer understanding of what
our broad aims are as educatorsthey go way beyond reading, writing,
and arithmetic, beyond literacy.

EFF is the right thing to do at this point in the history of adult educa-
tion. It's the next major step forward in understanding for our field. In
the '70's, it was the Adult Performance Level study and the revelation
that adult education has to be related to life skills. In the '80's, we
learned new, critical things about social networks and participatory
learning from people like Hanna Fingeret. And now EFF is taking us to a
whole new level.

What's fascinating for me is to watch teachers look at the four pur-
poses and say, "this is the kind of learning we've seen happening, but
we've never had a way to record it and demonstrate it." With EFF, we're
looking at a system that will help teachers improve their instruction and
report the real impact on personal, academic, and learning development.

And EFF strengthens our ability to involve learners in planning and
evaluating their own learning, in becoming both independent and inter-
dependent learners. Learning shouldn't be this box that we hold back as
a mystery from the students. They need access to all available informa-
tion about how learning works.

We believe that every practitioner is a researcher and every learner a
curriculum. EFF clarifies each role. As a result, it may mean more work
for practitioners, but our services will be better and learnersmore suc-
cessful. Our job as state staff is to build the support systems and re-
sources and program structures that will allow program managers, teach-
ers, and tutors to incorporate EFF and respond to the learners' needs.

EFF gives us a way to talk to policymakers, to say, "this is the kind of
learning that happens in our classrooms. It's a lot more than the GED.
It's about giving people access, equipping them to make decisions and
run their own lives, giving them a voice."

What I'd like to say to other state directors about EFF is, "read it. It's
right there in the students' own words. We work so hard to stay
grounded in what learners are all about, and EFF is all about learners,
from beginning to end."

8
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The Role of Citizen

Brenda Bell,
Project Director,
Civic Participation Standards Development
Project, Center for Literacy Studies
Knoxville , Tennessee

couldn't be an active,
c.c..1 responsible member of my

community until I learned
more about how to get involved . . . and
found out that my involvement could
actually make a difference, for me and
my neighbors.

Comments like these are why the
Center for Literacy Studies, the
Mayor's Commission on Literacy,
and New England Literacy Resource
Center joined forces to continue the
development of the citizen role for
Equipped for the Future. Our work
in Phase II of EFF reinforced our
conviction that civic participation
has a place in adult literacy and basic
education, and that we have much
to offer civic groups and community
organizations that are trying to
strengthen citizen participation skills.

We're keenly aware of the crisis in
civic participation in this country.
America depends on active, in-

formed citizens
and community
members who
contribute to
public life. At

=si the same time,
fliVt. we're faced
4 d with the frag-

mentation of
adult basic ed-

ing services

ucation and
lifelong learn-

nationwide. Our field

needs voluntary standards to unite
and guide our work. Above all, we
were caught up in the EFF vision
the vision of a system of adult learn-
ing and literacy that is built around
what adults really need to know and
be able to do in their primary life
roles, not around what we expect of
children in grades K-12.

Using the citizen role map as our
starting point, we are well into the
work of building consensus about
the skills and knowledge needed by
citizens and community members to
participate fully in a democracy. We
are holding structured feedback ses-
sions in nine states, where we part-
ner with state literacy resource cen-
ters and offices of adult basic
education to convene groups of key
stakeholders and active citizens.

In these same nine states, adult
education practitioners and adult
learners have been engaged in a
process of inquiry into the role
map's utility in a variety of teaching
and learning situations. Our na-
tional advisory group of representa-
tives from national civic and adult
education organizations is helping
develop the national strategy for
consensus-building and standards
development.

As we work with groups across
the country, we hear widespread
appreciation for the EFF standards
development and system reform
process. People especially applaud
the fact that EFF started from the
writings of adult learners and is in-
volving adult learners every step of
the way. Members of grassroots
community organizations, as well
as elected government officials, are
impressed that we ask them what
they know and do as active citizens
and community members. As a dis-
cussion starter, this question is a

gem, and it's got-
ten

<=?%.
us exactly

what we re look-
ing for
the widest
possible
range of
opinions on
the citizen
role map!

Our national
advisory commit-
tee has helped us identify chal-
lenges facing our work: How can we
develop a fully elaborated citizen
role map and standards that truly
reflect the breadth of views on citi-
zenship and civic participation?
Will we leave someone's voice out?
In a political climate of mixed opin-
ions about national standards, how
do we communicate our vision of
system reform, where voluntary
standards will be a useful guide, not
a regulatory burden?

In the meantime, we are carried
along by the excitement of the
processthe wholehearted engage-
ment of practitioners and learners,
and the enthusiastic support of peo-
ple active in community organiza-
tions and civic groups. The four pur-
poses for literacy and lifelong
learning resonate with participants;
they make sense for our partners and
the worlds of people they know. The
task is to build a system around the
four purposes and key adult roles
and, in the process, contribute to par-
ticipatory democracy in this country.

One of our own students put it
very well: "[A] bridge to the Fu-
ture ... [Here's] one of the ways I
interpret that: each one of us is
working to try to make this world a
better place.... that's really a key to
being a good citizento care
enough to do that."

9



Effective citizens
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Become and Stay Informed

identify and monitor problems,
community needs, strengths
and resources.

\--)

Recognize and understand your
human and legal rights and civic
responsibilities.

Figure out how systems (political,
economic, and social service) work.

Find, interpret, and analyze diverse sources
of information (including own experience).

Identify how to have an impact.

Form and Express
Opinions and Ideas

Develop a sense of self that l'-
reflects your history, values, A7, _,,,--
beliefs and roles in the /;*7 ' tV-i)

c ) 6))larger community.

Listen to and learn from
others' experiences and ideas.

Communicate so that others understand.

Reflect on and reevaluate your opinions
and ideas.

1)*

Equipped
for the PA to reTake Action to

Strengthen Communities
Help self and others.

Educate self and
others.

Exercise your
human and legal
rights and civic
responsibilities.

Working
Together

Get involved in the community and get
others involved.

Respect others and value diversity

Influence decision makers and hold
them accountable.

Be a leader within your community

Define common
values and goals
and resolve conflict.

Participate in group
processes and
decision making.

10
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dult education students
have many dimensions.

4-1 o These learners seek better
literacy skills to increase their life
chances, and to guide and direct
them toward better citizenship, more
fulfilling jobs, and quality parenting.
Each of these three roles has as-
sumed a position of importance in
Equipped for the Future, as we work
together to discover how teachers
and learners can interact to find out
more about what adults need to
know and be able to do in order to
live successful and satisfying lives.
Of the three roles, parenting has been
the least addressed in traditional
adult education classes. We may
have found it too difficult to define
"good parenting"perhaps because
of varying perspectives about that re-
sponsibility, or because we have not
thought of the parenting role as
"teachable." Whatever the reason,
any focus on parenting was often left
to counselors or religious leaders.

Now we know better. Adult stu-
dents themselves and other success-
ful parents are giving us guidance.
In 1995, as participants in focus
groups organized by the National
Center for Family Literacy in six
areas around the nation, adult stu-
dents identified their parent role as
primary, and they were resolute in
their desire to learn more about
what it takes to be a "good parent."
Their concerns began with the phys-
ical basics of being able to provide
good food and adequate shelter and
extended to uncertainty about is-
sues like structure in their lives and
values and violence. "We need to
know how to help our kids in school
and in the neighborhood," one
mother said. "How can I help them
if I don't know how to talk to the
teacher or the neighbors?"

Good parenting means more than
providing "things," adults told us.
"It is knowing how to give of your-
selfyour time and understanding."
Having heard so much about "qual-
ity time," they searched for a defini-
tion of that term and polled their
groups to determine whether any-

The Role
of

Parent
Meta Potts
Project Director, Standards Development
for the Role of ParentlFamily Member
National Center for Family Literacy,
Louisville, Kentucky

one knew. "I try to do for my kids,"
a worried single mother responds,
"but life gets busier and busier, and
we barely see each other." Distracted
by the stress of everyday hustle, this
woman sought ways of learning
how to handle her life. And so the
topic switched to that needhow to
manage and balance our lives.

In these conversations, we con-
firmed that the role of parent must
be included in the current standards
development process. From the
mountains of data collected in these
focus groups, topics and themes
emerged and became fixed, or so we
thought. Just when we thought we
knew how to manage the lot, we
discovered that themes overlapped
and bled into each other, and other
issues surfaced. If we were going to
develop standards based on the
data, we needed to become more
deliberate and more focused. We
collapsed fifteen broad areas of
parental responsibility into eight,
then six, and now these three: a par-
ent needs to be able to manage a
family, support children's develop-
ment, and manage personal growth.

Within these areas of responsibil-
ity, we could identify role indicators,
key skills, and activities. We were
pleased to see that adult educators

could build curriculum and teach
quality classes based on the data,
which include access to information
about parenting, the ability to use
that information to problem-solve
with and for children, the opportu-
nity to speak up and speak out for
the rights and responsibilities of
families, and the knowledge that we
can have enough control over our
lives to plan for the future.

But before we assume too much,
before we begin to set our sights on
curricular guidelines, we must go
again to the people who hold the
biggest share in the development of
standards for parent education. This
year, we return to parents and other
stakeholders across the nation to
guide us as we move from concep-
tual frameworks and role maps to-
ward the specifics that must surface
from the beliefs and values associ-
ated with being a successful parent.
It is from that developmental
process that the standards for the
role of parent will finally be written.

The most exciting discoveries are
in front of us: how to merge those
three adult life areasworker, citi-
zen, and parentinto common con-
tent and methodologies for teaching
and learning. Adult education will
never be the same.
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Manage a Family
Provide for emotional needs.

Provide for physical needs.

Form and maintain
supportive family
relationships.

Find and use
community resources
and services.

Manage time and
resources.

Plan and Manage
Personal Growth

Create vision of future for self and other
family members, including children,
and work to achieve it.

Pursue personal
self-improvement.

Give and receive
support outside
immediate family.

I I

Equipped
for the future

Support Children's Development
Serve as role model for children.

Pass on values, ethics, and cultural heritage.

Teach children.

Establish rules and expectations for children's behavior.

Participate in children's formal education.

Provide nurturing home environment.

12
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The Role of Worker
Lisa Levinson,
Project Director, Developing Standards for the
Adult as Worker, Center for Adult Learning and Literacy,
University of Maine-Orono

n some ways, I feel as
though I have been in-
volved with Equipped

for the Future throughout my career
in adult education. The vision of a
customer-driven system based on
success for the future was one I had
been carrying around in my heart,
but could not define in my head.
Equipped for the Future clarified it
for my head, and lifted my heart.

Maine Adult Education adopted
Equipped for the Future as its standards
development framework in August,
1995. We received a Phase 2 EFF
grant to continue the development
process, and joined with other pro-
jects in exploring what the four pur-
poses meant to adult learners, practi-
tioners, stakeholders, policymakers,
businesses, and other systems.

Statistics show that literacy and life-
long learning are intricately con-
nected to economic development and
growth. Looking at the worker was a
way for us to explore how to make
this connection clear, to give both
adult learners and service providers a
path to follow, and to link business
and industry and other systems in a
reform initiative to ensure every adult
can succeed in a changing world.

The Center for Adult Learning and
Literacy of the University of Maine
has partnered with the governor's of-
fice in North Carolina, Vermont
Adult Learning, the Ohio Literacy
Resource Center and the Workforce
Investment Network in Virginia, as
well as the national Adult Numeracy
Practitioners Network (ANPN), to ex-
plore what adults need to know and
be able to do to be successful in a
changing economy.

Each state is using a different in-
dustry as a lens for the worker role

map so that we can be sure the re-
sulting map crosses industries and
contexts. Maine, Vermont, and
parts of Virginia and North Car-
olina are very rural. Ohio and parts
of Virginia and North Carolina are
urban and industrialized. The in-
dustries each state will target are:
Maineretail sales, Vermont
health care, Virginiafood manu-
facturing, North Carolinametal
manufacturing, and Ohioheavy
manufacturing. The Adult Numer-
acy Practitioners Network, a na-
tional group of math practitioners,
will integrate math into the map.
Phase 2 efforts will help identify
the math knowledge, skills, and
abilities needed to perform the key
activities of a worker who is
equipped for the future.

Each state has convened a work-
ing group of business and labor rep-
resentatives of the targeted indus-
try; adult education practitioners
and state director; representatives of
other standards initiatives, welfare-
to-work, and job training agencies
and providers; policymakers; cus-
tomers; and other stakeholders. This
group is helping to connect EFF
with other state initiatives, identify
effective workers for role map vali-
dation sessions, and participate in
shaping the worker map.

On a national level, we're guided
by input from a National Advisory

Council that in-
cludes repre-

sentatives of
the other
standards
move-
ments, tar-
geted in-

dustries, and literacy and job train-
ing providers. O *NET, the Skills
and Industry Standards, New
Standards, and SCANS initiatives
are all active Council participants.
It is important that the Worker Role
connect with the other labor initia-
tives so that we are articulating
with other standards initiatives and
not reinventing the wheel. Our
groups are all trying to provide a
new definition of basic skills, one
that leads to worker and employer
success for today and the future.

We're making our way through
the role map validation process,
first using high performance work-
ers and then a wider group of stake-
holders, and questions keep surfac-
ingabout the process itself, what
standards are and should be, how
employers and employees will use
this, and what the adult literacy
community should provide. Ques-
tions will continue to arise, but we
know, from the excitement, involve-
ment, and buy-in of participants,
that we are on the right path.

On a recent panel for one of
Maine's Private Industry Councils,
the vice president of a major bank
said about the role map, "This is
what we're talking about when we
talk about basic skills, isn't it?" It
was exciting to hear an important
employer make the leap to under-
standing that basic skills are not just
reading and writing. It will be just
as exciting when adults use the role
maps to navigate their paths to suc-
cess in their adult roles, and adult
practitioners use them to help learn-
ers attain that success. EFF has the
potential to clear heads and lift
hearts all over America.

13
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Doing the Work
Organize, plan, and prioritize work and use
resources.

Manage work processes and resources.

Use technology and other work tools.

Put ideas and
directions into action.

Meet new work
challenges.

Take responsibility for
work quality and results.

Working With Others
Communicate with others inside and
outside the organization.

Direct and motivate others.

Teach and develop others.

Assist others.

Negotiate differences and build common
plans.

Develop and maintain
relationships
with others.

EquippedManaging for the future
the Work Context

Use organizational goals, performance, \\
structure, culture, and values to inform
actions.

Employ
information
on industry
trends and
competitive
forces to guide
work activities.

Inn
:stud

Planning and
Directing Personal
and Professional

Growth
,Plan and renew career goals.

Base planning on
labor market
information.

Find and get a job.

Learn new skills:

Balance and support
work, career, and personal goals.
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Voices from the Field: Practitioners

"We need to be mindful of our students' visions for
themselves in everything we do."

from an interview with Inaam Mansoor
Director, ARlington Education and Employment Program (REEP), Virginia

cfbi hen I first became aware
V, of EFF, we had already
c='' invested several years of

inquiry into alternative assessment
methods. With performance indica-
tors required at both the state and
national levels, we had to begin to
better systematize our efforts and es-
tablish standards for performance.
But what was that performance?
The way adults articulated the four
purposes for learning in the EFF
report meshed with what we were
observing about changes in learnery
abilities, and with what our teachers/were saying constituted success:/
changes in linguistic abilities(
changes in the affective are./ a, and
changes in the cognitive area.

The four purposes offered a
framework, a lens through which/ ---we could examine teaching, learn"
ing, and evaluation. I like/the four
key words in the EFF framework
as one of my teachers said jokingly,
'We use them as a kind of mantra to/

l I

\
keep us focused." Access. It'scrucial.

\If we don't help our learners access

\ \
\.information from the wide variety

of sources bombarding us, we can
end up with a kind of informtion
apartheid In this country. Voice. We
are an agency that helps people
develop communication skills, so
giving voice to issues and concerns
is central to our work. Acting inde-
pendently. Just ask teachers how they
know students are making progress.
It's evidence of growing confidence
that you'll probably hear firstthe
willingness to speak up in class and
take risks in using language in and
out of the classroom. Skills for contin-
ued learning. Again, this meshed

with what our teachers claimed as
success: the development of learn-
ing strategies that learners can apply
to new situations.

First, we wanted all our teachers to
learn about the EFF study and con-
sider the implications for teaching,
learning, evaluation, and the use of
technology. For example, we asked
teachers, "What-are-youdoing to
help students_achi6e-these four pur-zposesnWe use alearner-centered,
competency baged approachdrioln.
curriculum, and teachers were able

----to identify how the purposes fit in.
Next, we brought together a team

of teachers-to'iurther investigate EFF
and project-hased learning/At our
second EFF inservice, this team
demonstrated how-the four purposes
seem to naturally emerge through

zproject-based learning activities. This
was probably one of the most suc
cessful inservices we've ever had.

zdoth new and experienced teachers,
seemed to agree on the merits of ap-

,,,proaching instruction this way.
-Teachers who conducted these
projects,invited other teachers to
watch or interact in the presenta-
tions. One student involved in a
project to develop a Class news
broadcast said, "At first, I.-thought
this terrible. I- didn't-come here
to play games, I came here to learn
English. But then I had to do so
much reading and writing for this
project that I ended up amazed at
how much I learned." And the
teacher, asked about how much time
it took to prepare the students for
this project, said, " I didn't really
have to do anything; I just guided
them, and they did all the work." I

overheard a student from another
class ask his teacher, "When are we
going to do something like this?"

So, I guess what I like about EFF is
that it's not something you pile on
top of curriculum requirements for
teachers, but rather a lens through
which they can better fulfill them.
And I think the lens can be applied
to a variety of teaching philosophies.
It's clearly very learner-centered and
participatory and works well in
competency-based approaches, too.

I hope people from all levels of
\ the adult education field take a

closer look at EFF, especially those
working in ESL. Others need oppor-
tunities to hear about the frame-
work, reflect on it, and consider if
and how it fits for them. To me, the
four purposes define a fully func-
tioning individual. We've been
strngiglirig to articulate transferable

v skills, and maybe what we've been
doing so far has been too finite.
Maybe/we need to consider more

/global goals as defined by these four
purposes. The learner who has these
skills will have the confidence to use

L-- /diem in progressively more chal-
lenging situations.

The fact is that we all have to be
equipped for the future, and that's
going to take time and development
for educators as well as learners. EFF
is a new way of learning for all of us;
it's reflection in action. We have to
hold the four purposes in front of us
all the time, as we plan our programs,
our lessons, and our evaluation
strategies. We have to be mindful of
our students' visions for themselves
in everything we do. Isn't that what
our work is all about?



Voices from the Field: Practitioners

"Equipped for the Future is
philosophy and action combined"

from an interview with Bonnie Fortini,
Co-Director of Adult Education, Machias Adult & Community Education,
Machias, Maine

y involvement with Equipped for the Future started with our
state's process to develop quality indicators. There we were
practitioners, administrators, learnersworking together re-

ally hard. And everyone started seeing students as PEOPLE, not just
"learners"as individuals, not aggregates. That's what the process
opened up for methat we could do things for individual students, in ac-
cordance with their own expectations.

When EFF hit, I was ready. I didn't get to read the first draft of EFF
until I was stranded one day at a gas station, waiting for my daughter,
who never showed up. It was a hot, miserable day, but I got so excited
that I stayed to finish it even after I found out my daughter wasn't com-
ing. I thought, "THIS is the voice of the people." I'd always been un-
comfortable with things that come from on high; they just seemed to
miss the mark. But this made sense. This was the way to structure qual-
ity indicators. And from then on, all my paradigms shifted.

There's nothing that doesn't fit under the four purposesnot for
students or for programs themselves, or for administrators, legislators,
everyone. This is a meaningful framework. It wasn't contrived; it was
discovered in learners' own words, and we have to use it to reorient
everyone in the system. We can use the four purposes to restructure in-
take and programs so that they can meet adults' needs. These four pur-
poses are what adult education does. Everything we do, we do with
these ends in the back of our minds.

What's really great about the four purposes is that they do what they
say they are: they provide access and orientation, they have a voice,
they allow for action, and they make a bridge to the future. This is a real
tool, not just a metaphor. EFF is philosophy and action combined.

EFF gets to the heart of what's needed by adults to function in today's
society. And what it can do for adult education is to accelerate the speed
with which adults can take charge of their own learning.

I see EFF as a kind of trailblazing, a pathfinding. You can go in so
many different directions, and people can take their own paths. Teach-
ers can talk to students and ask them, "Why are you here? What do you
want out of this program?" And when they've identified their needs, we
can talk about how to apply EFF. The four purposes empower students
to seek and find what they need to get where they're going.

EFF will take time, but if we do it right, we'll end up with people who
can take care of themselves, their families, and their chosen work. We'll
have people who are truly equipped for the future.

"JEFF keeps .R he
door wilds open."

From an interview with Barbara King,
Coordinator /Supervisor, Unicoi County
Adult Basic Education, Tennessee

s a teacher and trainer,
'c,;'EFF gave me deeper em-

pathy for my students
and a sense of identification. It
opened my mind to things students
are concerned about. Sometimes
teachers and administrators have a
problem walking in other people's
shoes. EFF brought important is-
sues to the surface for my group of
students, and if one group can
begin to deal) with this, I can see the
applicability to other people across
the state and the country.

We've never before had a program
to help us really open people's minds
to what they can do. So many stu-
dents feel powerless and even
victimized, but when they begin to
talk together, attitudes change. In
our work with other states, I was im-
pressed to see that the New England
and Appalachian groups were so
close together in terms of what peo-
ple said they neededspeaking out
and having a voice, having rights,
especially to education. They were
talking with such different accents
and saying the same thing. That's
the point: when you get down to the
students, differences go away.

As both a teacher and an adminis-
trator, I can anticipate the concerns
about EFF: will there be more paper-
work, are students going to be able
to get their GED, are we going to
lose people? I say: EFF isn't about
doing more, but doing differently.
It's about creating a real bond with
students. The techniques can be in-

-Continued on next page
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Voices from the Field: Practitioners

"The whole point is putting the
learner at the center."

from an interview with Louise Clifton
Adult Education Teacher
Martha O'Bryan Center
Nashville, Tennessee

t's hard to remember
when I first got involved
with Equipped for the Fu-

ture, because it's such a part of me
now, and so terribly important. It
started in a workshop project involv-
ing civic participation. Students
chose the project because of the furor
over welfare; they really wanted to
keep up on it. The students started
to learn that they could make a dif-
ference in their own lives and their
communities. At first they were du-
bious. One said, "you mean my vote
counts as much as a rich person's?"
But then they found out they could
contact people and be listened to,
and that helped them try harder. If
you know you can make a differ-
ence, you want the skills that can
help you make your best case.

EFF is about providing education
that is not just short-term, or just for
the GED, but for life and lifelong
learning. It's truly learner-centered,
and it starts with students' needs.
When a group of students went to
see a local legislator about a housing
problem, he told them, "I can make
a call about this, and I will. But if
you were to get a community group
working on it, that's what will really
make the difference." That really hit
home with the students; it told them
their power was real.

Because civic participation issues
affect their lives, the students want
to get it right. They feel a special
ownership of their work. So many
students are under such pressure to

get their GED, and we need to
help them get a balance between
academic and life skills. I try to tie
civic activity to the book work,
so students can see both the real-
life impact of their efforts and the
improvement of their skills. For
any teacher, these projects give
the class a focus that also builds
community, where adults can feel
comfortable working together on
their skills and always maintaining
an academic angle.

In Nashville, civic activity really
began to snowball. As a result of
students' interest in welfare reform
and their letters to policymakers,
one student was asked to serve on a
state brainstorming group and got
to speak to a legislative committee
about her need to become self-suffi-
cient and her concerns about wel-
fare reform.

And civic participation projects
can be really local, about neighbor-
hood or even single school issues.
Students can take on issues like
problems in newspaper delivery or
traffic lights at their children's
schoolsissues that are finite and
yield quick, visible results. These
day-to-day things can make all the
difference in people's lives.

EFF is all about equipping stu-
dents as citizens, parents, and work-
ers. It's ultimately better than book-
work alone. It has so much more
impact than straight academic in-
struction. This is what connects edu-
cation to life.
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corporated into different areas of
academic workGED social stud-
ies, for instance. No matter what
level you're teaching, it shouldn't be
just about books. Lives need to be
discussed and dealt with.

GED isn't the end, and we can't
just teach the GED and let students
go. Sometimes they ask, "can we
come back?" Sometimes with GED
the only thing that's different is a
piece of paper. Any teacher should
want to help students with the larger
themes of EFF, so they can live life
better, be better citizens. We need to
let teachers know that working with
the role maps won't add time on, it
will just enhance the time you have
now-and-bring you-closer to'studerith.

Since EFF, my students are get-
ting more than reading and writing.
They're now more curious, ask more
questions, look things up. During
the election last fall, they really
wanted to know what people did;
they learned to separate fact from
fiction. These students learned criti-
cal thinking skills that they couldn't
have gotten from a book. And the
lowest grade level person in the
room was able to participate just as
much as anybody else. They read
the paper more and became more
inquisitive. In reading, it's a skill to
be able to anticipate what will hap-
pen next. These students learned to
anticipate, which is a lot like learn-
ing how to hope.

I've been involved with adult edu-
cation for 10 years, and I've learned
to assume NOTHING about any stu-
dent, any teacher, any person. You
have to look at people one at a time
and let them bring their identity to
you. If you assume, if you stereo-
type, you'll shut the door. EFF helps
keep the door wide open.



Voices from the Field: Other Systems

66/ 22' will get us away from labeling where people come from ...
to defining where they need to go."

from an interview with Kay Albright,
Senior Policy Associate, Governor's Office of
Workforce Preparedness, North Carolina

,c) hat really hooked me
,13 about EFF were its pow-

) erful implications for
all of workforce development. I
think it can be the transformational
tool for how we frame workforce
issues and all the adult training we
do. We've been searching for a con-
text for our efforts with individual
workers, and EFF gives us the
broadest possible context.

EFF will help us shape the kinds of
skills and opportunities for training
and learning that we've got to pro-
vide for all workers. It will get us
away from labeling where people
come fromwelfare, dislocation,
etc.to defining where they need to
go. EFF gets us to think not in terms
of people's deficits but in terms
of the skills they have and the
skills they need. In almost every
case, prospective workers bring
with them very strong skills; EFF
will help them identify what
they already know, as well as what
they need to learn. Each of us, no
matter how accomplished we are,
could profit from learning new skills.

I'm very glad that EFF isn't being
framed as only an adult education
initiative, because the issue is so
much broader. A lot of adult educa-
tion tends to focus just on basic
skills, but EFF embeds these skills in
a broad life context that brings the
world of adult education into a fuller
partnership with all kinds of occupa-
tional and skills training. If we're suc-
cessful, we'll be able to say that EFF
focuses on every single skill a worker
needs to do a joband live a life.

EFF provides a real challenge to
public policy. For years we've talked
about defining literacy as reading,
math, and maybe communication.
Now we see it's also computer skills,
social skills, critical thinking skills,
the ability to take responsibility for
career goalsthose higher level
skills that people like usmiddle
class peopleneed. In effect we've
denied these skills to people who are
poor. We haven't framed our ap-
proach to serving them on a skills
model. We've said, "You're poor, so
you must have all these barriers and
deficits." EFF is organized so that all
adults, regardless of background,
can identify the strengths they al-
ready have and become responsible
for their own future learning.

One of the real challenges posed
by EFF is to change the current "cul-
ture" and attitude regarding adult
education. For too long, we've made

adult educators feel like the "red
headed stepchildren;" today they
need to recognize how important
they are. EFF's focus on all the roles
of adult lifeworkers, parents, citi-
zenscan help us start framing the
issues of adult education differently.
It will help us go to state legislators
and say; "We've been talking for
years about funding adult education
so that adults can learn basic skills,
but that's not what we mean any-
more. Now we're talking about edu-
cating all workers so that they're
prepared for the kinds of jobs they'll
face in the 21st century." We've re-
ally got to get legislators and federal
funders _to: understand that this is a ,

much bigger job, with major impli-
cations for resource allocation. We
need to help them build new, high
expectations for educating adults,
expectations that can be reached.
And it's important to begin telling
the story now.

Workforce development peo-
ple also need to be re-educated.
We tend to see some of what
EFF is doing as "soft" skills, but
at the same time we know that

technical skills alone won't ensure
that people get and keep jobs.

What DOES it mean to be a "life-
long learner"? EFF can make this
label more than just another cliché
that everyone accepts and no one
takes seriously. We've got to have
more discussion about what it
means, especially for workers. One
thing is sureit means changing
our conception of the kind of skills
workers need if they're going to be
reskilled and keep up with good
jobs that pay well. No matter what
aspect of human development we're
involved with, we've got to be
thinking about EFF.

8
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Voices from the Field: Other Systems

"Standards are t'Tis best motrmathg and mobHlz[ing
.fforce fforr education Wom."

from an interview with Ken Nelson
Executive Director
National Education Goals Panel

c?"-3the
National Education

rom the perspective of

Goals Panel, the work
of EFF is very much needed. The
National Education Goals are
driving significant reform in the
states and communities, and the
NEGP is focused on promoting
action and strategy toward goal
achievement. EFF makes unique
contributions to that effort, espe-
cially the attempt to clarify what we
mean by standards.

Standards are the best motivating
and mobilizing force for education
reform, and when people come to
know what standards are, they
become wholehearted advocates.
Standards aren't imposed from
above; they're being developed by
professionals in the field. That's an-
other critical aspect of EFFits mo-
bilization of people. EFF is totally
participatory, and the people in the
field can genuinely own it; it's their
process, it's their product. Once you
have ownership, you can get persis-
tence in the process over time. This
leads to a real impact on issues like
professional development, curricu-
lum, assessment. These issues are at
the core of system reform.

The EFF consensus building
process is very impressive. It's time-
consuming, but I believe strongly
that it's better to go slowly and be
inclusive than to rush and be exclu-
sive. In the long run, if you include
people at the front end, you win
support and strengthen the process.

Standards are a continuous jour-
ney. Over time they'll be ratcheted
up, but they'll always be based on

the assumption that all adults can
learn and that the system must pro-
vide services that meet individual
needs. At the same time, standards
don't dictate how services should be
delivered. They give uniformity of
results and of measuring results,
and you get your students there the
best way possible.

EFF is an extremely hopeful effort
for the field. Adult educators will be
able to talk about the value their
programs add to people's lives.

They can say, "We know what good
we're doing, and we know how to
get even better. We can show what
we're doing through a good report-
ing system that's targeted to indica-
tors and goals."

I'm deeply encouraged by EFF. I
see it as of great benefit to the adult
literacy community, and most peo-
ple in that community, should see
its benefit through enlightened
self-interest: when one benefits, we
all benefit.

"EFF can have a real impact on the
fate of adult education."

from an interview with Irwin Kirsch, Principal Research Scientist and Executive Director,
Language Learning & Assessment Group, Educational Testing Service

What impressed me about EFF was the idea of putting together a
framework where the field would take the initiative to find out what's
really important and come up with its own vision. EFF has enormous
potential to reduce fragmentation, to bring the field together to find out
what we're really about and lay out an agenda for the future. This has
been a big missing piece for adult education.

EFF gives rise to a lot of hard issueswhether standards should be vol-
untary, what assessments should look like, who should develop curricu-
lum. These are difficult and important questions, and people in the field
have different opinions about how they should play out. But one of the
strengths of EFF's consensus-building process is that the field can come
together to address these concerns. It's helping different players get to
know each other and learn each other's agendas and perspectives. Maybe
they can only reach agreement on some issues. But in a major effort like
this, it's important to keep the dialogue open and the issues in front of
you from the very beginning. That's how the field can get stronger, more
professional, and more united.

EFF can have a real impact on the fate of adult education. Every day
there's more movement toward accountability, toward national goals and
standards. If adult education can't move in this direction as one field,
decision-makers will say; "hey, what's going on?" The more adult educa-
tors can say: "this is who we are and where we want to go, this is what
we value and stand for, these are the problems we face and how we can
deal with them," the stronger is their case for survival. We have the
potential for pulling the field together to say all this in EFF.



Voices from the Field: Other Systems

"The REAL barriers for
workers are low skills!'

Paul Cole, Secretary Treasurer, New York
State AFL-CIO and Vice Chair, National
Skill Standards Board

quipped for the Future and
the National Skill Stan-

' c=' dards Board have clear,
practical links around the role of the
worker. The Board is encouraging em-
ployers to come to national consensus
about the skills that represent excel-
lence for workers, and literacy is part
of the continuum. With EFF, we the
opportunity to integrate approaches
and taxonomies where it's meaning-
ful and adds value for people.

The Board is focused on enhancing
the competitiveness of American
employers in a way that protects
the quality of life for all workers.
National skill standards will help
employers implement high perfor-
mance work strategies that can em-
power workers and give them a
higher quality of life.

High performance work settings
benefit workers, but they also can be
very challenging. That's why it's im-
portant that EFF is defining literacy
so broadly. With the ever-increasing
demands in the workplace, all adult
learners are being called upon to in-
crease their skills and their ability to
produce. The Board's focus is on
high skills, and we have to work
with other efforts to help people get
there. Setting the bar high does not
create barriers. The REAL barriers
for workers are low skills.

What could be more empowering
for workers than to know what skills
are valuable to employers? Knowl-
edge like this can help workers man-
age their own professional futures.
Developing this information is the
Board's goal, and that's why we're
working with initiatives like EFF.
We're on complementary tracks and
headed in the same direction.

"Unless we consider the whole range of skills
our workers need to live their lives, we limit

their ability to be successful."

from an interview with Katherine T. Mance,Vice President for Research,
Education, & Community Affairs, National Retail Federation

he National Retail Federation became interested in Equipped for
the Future primarily because of our involvement with national
skills standards. We're working hard to identify retail career

paths for workers and to find ways of moving them along these paths, so
we're interested in anything that helps that effort. We want to support
whatever supports people choosing retail careersand finding them re-
warding and productive.

Equipped for the Future has refined and focused the definition of literacy for
us. It's clearly addressing broader issues that have everything to do with the
workplace and with what we're trying to create for retail workers.

One of the important features of EFF is the attention to skills across all
adult roles. Retailers employ many part-time workers, people with fami-
lies, people who are juggling a lot of responsibilities. Retention has tradi-
tionally been an issue for us. Unless we consider the whole range of skills
our workers need to live their lives, we limit their ability to be successful.
It's more than simple retention; it's a question of helping workers de-
velop a commitment to the company, a sense that "I'm part of this organi-
zation, and this is where I can and want to build a career."

Our industry's concerns are human concerns. We're not training techni-
cians to work with a particular type of machine; we're training people to
work with people. We need to offer a training ground for portable skills,
skills that relate to all aspects of customer relations.

The EFF standards could be the first rung on the ladder to employment
success, especially for former welfare recipients and dislocated popula-
tions. These standards can be critical to our efforts as we develop a means
to validate a worker's basic qualifications for employment. Adults who
can demonstrate that they've met EFF standards will have a nationally
acknowledged credential of their qualifications.

I think EFF is the kind of effort that retailers will instinctively support
as part of their corporate culture. Retailers are concerned about people
not just customer relations but corporate and personal relations, too.
We're dealing with ethical issues and work values and questions of com-
mitment, and these are not things that you can test and use for hiring
very easily. EFF standards are going to give us a way of looking at these
elusive but terribly important qualities.

Here's my personal perspective, and it's both pragmatic and philosoph-
ical: if EFF achieves its goals, we should have people in the workforcewho
are more focused, more content, less stressed, and more in control of their
lives. Workers will feel more competent and successful in every realm of
their lives. That means more committed and productive employees, an
improved business climate, and a more satisfied American consumer.
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